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Stability

• V1.4 So Far
  – 12 Feature fields, standardized length
  – 10 timestamp fields, standard naming
  – 2 field spelling errors
  – 8 proposed changes for workgroup
    • SubdivisionName data type
Certification

• Translation/Transition Methods
  – Live Translation
  – Translation to another DB for RETS
  – Additional Redundant Compliant Fields
  – Change your input forms

• Certification and Update
  – Certification is Search Oriented
  – Cautionary Warnings, do you live with them?
Core vs. Plug and Play

• Too Much, No Adoption
• Too Little, No Value
• Do you stop at Core?
What’s Next?

• Enumerating Core
• Finishing Saved Search (QL, Messaging, Scheduling)
• Rules (Got DOM)
• MLSaaS (DOM, Rules, Stats, Input)
  – i.e. “DOMaaS”
• December Meeting with Bill and Ted
  – “Excellent!!”
MLSs, What can you do?

- Map your metadata
- Identify your concerns
- Start with Core, Don’t stop at Core

- Participate
Getting Started Demo

• A Simple Mapping
• A call for your “Core” Enumerations
Q&A
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